Unlock Your Institution's Full Potential

Mythics is a leading provider of Oracle enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications, delivering solutions to educational institutions throughout the U.S. since 2000. Mythics for Oracle empowers educational institutions with comprehensive, cloud-native solutions that increase efficiency and transparency, facilitate transformative approaches to teaching, learning, and research, and support the entire student and employee lifecycle.

100% committed to Oracle Solutions, Mythics is an Oracle Platinum Provider and a 10x Oracle Partner of the Year award winner. Mythics is also an Oracle PartnerNetwork Specialized Partner recognized for meeting globally consistent business and competency criteria for applications, cloud, database, engineered systems, middleware, and server and storage systems, across a wide range of industries.

Integrated Solutions:

- **Oracle ERP Cloud**: Features financial, accounting, and procurement modules with insights from artificial intelligence (AI) and intelligent dashboards.
- **Oracle Student Cloud**: Single platform that includes a suite of student management and financial planning modules that work together seamlessly.
- **Oracle Cloud PaaS**: Comprehensive, standards-based technologies for data management, application development, on-premise and cloud integration, and business analytics.
- **Oracle Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)**: Includes compute, database, storage, and networking solutions.
- **On-premise Technology Licensing Services**: Oracle Core Technology Licenses, Database, and Fusion Middleware.

Mythics for Oracle’s ERP solutions offers significant benefits, such as:

- Provides real-time visibility throughout your institution.
- Single, integrated cloud platform breaks down organizational silos, standardizes processes, and enables financial, planning, and workforce data management.
- Common and intuitive interface enables rapid user adoption and improves productivity.
- Cloud solutions provide AI, machine learning (ML), and digital assistants.
- Contractual Service Level Agreement (SLA) available for performance, manageability, and uptime requirements.
- Delivers security tools that verify user access, monitor segregation of duties, and ID suspicious transactions.

For more information, visit [www.eandi.org](http://www.eandi.org) or contact your Member Relations Representative or Keith Fowlkes, Vice President, Technology, at kfowlkes@eandi.org.
Contract Details

Getting Started: Complete the E&I Mythics RFI https://www.eandi.org/lop-rfi/mythics-rfi/


Prices/Discounts: Please visit www.eandi.org for more information

Place Order With: Contact: Higher Education Healthcare Sales  
E-Mail: HE_HCSales@mythics.com  
Alternate Contact: John Iuliano  
E-Mail: jiuliano@mythics.com

Federal ID#: 54-1987871

Credit Cards: MasterCard, Visa, American Express, Discover

Payment Terms: Net 30, State statutes apply

Invoicing by: Mythics, Inc

Warranty: Products and services provided under this agreement shall conform to specifications described in Oracle’s program documentation. Professional services to be performed under this Agreement shall be performed in a professional and workmanlike manner and in conformity with industry standards.

Request Literature: marketinglit@eandi.org

Contract Number: CNR01474

RFP Number: 683428

Installation Information: Implementations to be performed by dedicated project managers assigned by Mythics

Note: When placing orders, please identify yourself as an E&I member. All pricing and contract terms are strictly confidential and recipients are not authorized to disclose such information to competing suppliers or use it in negotiations with existing or potential suppliers.